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Bookmarks: A fun complement to your fall reading – download a seasonal bookmark from our
Autumn and Halloween collections. Here are a few examples. Download these and other
bookmarks by visiting our Free Bookmarks page.

Reference Desk Material: You will find lots of ideas for developing literacy skills on the
Reference Desk feature on the www.pilinutpress.com website. Free teaching aids for parents
and teachers are also available. Here are our latest articles.
How Parents Can Help Students Overcome Learning Barriers — Don’t let obstacles
to learning stand in your child’s way. Here’s what you can do to help.
Personalizing Academic Studies to Enhance Learning — Here’s how to increase your
child’s desire to learn.
Books as Gifts: For young readers try Little Bianca, Can You Keep a Secret?, Danny and
the Detention Demons, and The Snickerdoodle Mystery. For intermediate readers try the
Webb’s Wondrous Tales Books 1 and 2. For fans of writers like Dave Barry and Bill Bryson, try
Seoul-Full Letters – a humorous recounting of Mack’s adventures in South Korea. For the
aspiring authors on your gift list, a copy of Publish Today! is sure to be welcome. Feed Your
Family of Four for $4 a Day is perfect for those who wish to save money on food. Be sure to
download our free matching bookmarks.
Looking for a quiet time activity? Download free activity sheets, coloring and lettering sheets,
or word searches from our website.
For word mazes, check out our Activity Sheets.
Pull out the crayons and download Coloring and Lettering Sheets.
Are you a Word Search fan like me? We have a large number of word searches which
coordinate with our books.
Thank you so much for your continued interest in Pilinut Press books. Feel free to share this
email with your friends and family!
Happy Reading!
Mack H. Webb, Jr.
Celia Webb

